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THE WILD COMET CHASE



THE LOGLINE

An amnesiac alien called Coobo sets off on 

an action-packed journey across the 

Universe in search of clues to reconstruct 

his past and find out who he is. 

With a little help from a strawberry dog, an 

overeducated caterpillar and an overly 

emotional starship, Coobo will jump from 

one planet to another in a series of hilarious 

adventures.

SPOILER ALERT: the eventual disclosure of 

Coobo’s origins comes with a mission of 

saving the Universe!



THE STORY

When Coobo crashes on a deserted planet, 

he is found by Professor Kem (an armored 

caterpillar), Dongomatic (an intelligent 

starship) and Strawberry Dog (a strawberry 

dog). 

The hard landing has kicked the memory 

out of Coobo, and his new friends volunteer 

to help regain his identity. Starting with a 

single clue found in the spacecraft 

wreckage, they start connecting the dots of 

his past. Soon they discover than on every 

planet Coobo visited, he was something 

else: a miner, a movie star, a matchmaker, a 

golf player, a pirate, a monk... 

What is going on?! (read on for answers)



COOBO

Coobo is an adventurous little fellow. He is 

curious, and often oblivious to the risks of 

what he does. Coobo loves to gather stuff 

and tinker with it. He is also daring, which 

can lead to trouble. Fortunately, when his 

friends are around, the worst can be 

averted. 

Being of jellyfish descent, under his fur coat 

Coobo has a transparent, jelly-like body. He 

is elastic, and – if torn apart – can be easily 

reassembled. 

Coobo can also absorb objects into his 

body.



PROFESSOR KEM

A Renaissance Caterpillar, Professor Kem is 

a wise, old scientist and engineer. As a 

passionate inventor, he creates all sorts of 

stuff, including Dongomatic and Strawberry 

Dog. 

Being a seasoned traveler, he keeps his 

head in ticklish situations. Kem is very old, 

and sometimes forgets things, which results 

in heated arguments with Dongomatic, 

whose all-knowing database is always 

correct. 

More often than not, Professor Kem wears 

an armored metallic suit.



DONGOMATIC

Dongomatic is a spacecraft with a mind of 

his own. It can transform into different 

shapes and sizes (while also adjusting the 

shape and size of passengers inside). It 

often calculates probabilities and makes 

educated suggestions, which sometimes is 

a bit intrusive. Although Dongomatic acts 

autonomously, it is sometimes operated by 

Professor Kem.

Dongomatic thinks and learns, and gets 

opinionated. He is equipped with basic 

emotions, so expect him to laugh, growl 

and burst into tears.

Dongomatic runs on nuts, with Macadamia 

being the most effective fuel.



STRAWBERRY DOG

A hybrid between a dog and a 

strawberry, he was engineered by the 

Professor to be his loyal pet and 

guardian.

The seeds on Strawberry Dog’s fur can 

be planted to grow strawberries in 

seconds, which comes handy when the 

team gets stuck between stars with 

only a few food cubes left.



THE END?

Unfolding events of Coobo's past, the team 

arrives at ground zero – a spooky comet, which 

once was a prison of a berserk Artificial 

Intelligence. 

Turns out, years ago Coobo accidentally 

awakened the megalomaniac AI, and ran away, 

afraid to be locked up for the crime against 

humanity. Ever since he was at large, putting on 

different identities. 

He was also looking for somebody to help him 

stop the bad AI from consuming the Universe. 

Now that it all comes back to Coobo… what is 

he to do?











SHOW SPECS

Created by a talented graphic artist from his 

graphic novel, Coobo is quirky story, ready for a 

mass following.

genre: sci-fi comedy adventure

target audience: 6-9 y.o. boys & girls

format: 2D animation, 52 X 11’
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